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#1_ OVERVIEW
a.WHAT IS LEMONSWITCH?

Lemonswitch is an innovative Digital Dynamic Collage platform that 

allows the user / artist to fully utilize all types of available media (im-

ages, audio, video etc) into a single new narrative. Lemonswitch as-

pires to become a high end leading collage platform that “transforms 

and evolves” works of art into new narratives after the “intervention” 

of the user / artist by replacing parts of the previous artwork with 

new / other ones, or by adding new sources of media forms (eg. au-

dio track on a still image artwork).

Lemonswitch gives the opportunity to every single user, via an “in-

ter-art-ctive” form of collage that connects / unites different media 

sources from different art periods, different places of the world and 

different artists, into a new narrative, or “boldy” say in a new art form.

Lemonswitch will be available for both desktop and tablet versions 

so everybody can “enjoy” a meticulous process and workspace, in 

order to produce the narrative of their choice. Also, we would like to 

point out that we are seriously considering to release an app version 

(mobile) for quick and easy dynamic collage for everyday use via 

the social media. Actually, we are encouraged by the fact that many 

apps that refer to “types” of collaging are very successful worldwide 

and we are hoping to engage with mass audiences within that form 

of use.



#1_ OVERVIEW
a.WHAT IS LEMONSWITCH?

Lemonswitch will also be used for Academic purposes as we would like to provide

the platform to Museums all over the world.

 

 #1_Museum visitors can engage with the platform in real time

 #2_ Museums can provide their artworks and resources in order to compile a 

library of artworks to be used within the application

  #3_ Museums can conduct competitions and projects that bring together peo-

ple from all over the world as it easily understoodable that art resources 

will be provided also free to the people to experiment with various collag-

ing activities.

 #4_ Creativity / Art learning classes / courses can take place for kids and young-

sters so they can engage in art in a primal stage and familiriase themselves 

with artworks via a gamification process.



Imagine layers. Base layer, 1st layer, 2nd layer, 3rd layer etc. The layers 

can be different media sources. For instance, the base layer is a fresco 

painting. We extract a part of it and replace it with another part of an-

other painting (layer 2). Afterwards, we substract another part of the 

elements of the background weather / environment and replace it with 

a cinenmagraph video with moving clouds (layer 3). Finally, we 

add an audio media file on the background and yet, you 

have a new narrative of the base artwork, a story-

telling experience, a “new” artwork.

#1_ OVERVIEW
B.HOW IT WORKS?

BASE LAYER

TEXT LAYER

VIDEO LAYER

IMAGE LAYER

SOUND LAYER



#1_ OVERVIEW
B.HOW IT WORKS?

Tyger Tyger, burning bright, 

In the forests of the night; 

What immortal hand or eye, 

Could frame thy fearful symmetry? 

MEDIA SOURCES

Visual Media 
(eg. images)

Text Media 
(eg. scripts)

Audio Media 
(eg. sound)

Motion Media 
(eg. video)

People Media 
(eg. artists)

Manipulative Media 
(eg. instructions)

New Narrative 

Composition 

Artwork

THE MOBILE APPLICATION

We are hoping to deploy a mobile app 

that can be applied as a plugin on pop-

ular Social Media Platforms (Facebook, 

Instagram, Snapchat, What’s app, Viber 

etc), so that would be easy (almost in 

a blink of an eye) for everyday users 

to utilize the app in a way of creating 

everyday collages through their own 

media resources producing new narra-

tives of their own images, videos and 

audio tracks, when combined togeth-

er. Furthermore, monetisation of the 

app will be accomplished through in-

app purchases of advanced and extra 

features.



#2_ THE PROBLEM

We are trying to identify our position in a pretty much overcrowded 

market and establish our position in order to define our niche.

However, we have seen daily success stories from various apps or 

app plugins that spread throughout the globe and being installed in 

hundreds of thousands of phones within a few… days!

Lemonswitch, both platform and mobile app, are here to revolution-

ize the way people think about collage or collaging techniques by 

reintroducing them a new multi-level, multi-layer and multi-media 

collage solution.

Our keyfact of getting noticed in a market like this is differentiation.

Comparing Lemonswitch with various competitors we easily under-

stand that the potential and capacity of possibilities and various 

collage combination fully surpass all of our “flat-level collage” com-

petitors.

It’s not just a simple issue. 
Never was; never gonna be.



#3_ THE SOLUTION

Lemonswitch. But… why?

Lemonswitch is an innovative Digital Dynamic Collage platform that allows the user 

/ artist to fully utilize all types of available media (images, audio, video etc) into a 

single new narrative.

ACADEMIC PURPOSE

When it comes to platforms like Lemonswitch, there isn’t too much of a competition 

when it comes to utilization via classes, courses, museums using dynamic multime-

dia elements, exhibitions and of course collaboration dynamics between artists and 

cultural organisations.

Lemonswitch empowers creativity, collaboration and source unification by bring-

ing people and media together. Especially, we strongly believe that Lemonswitch 

is “able” to create new networks of artists and media sources that will give another 

perspective to modern art via the collaging techniques provided and by taking the 

next step of exhibiting artworks that consist of a “full multimedia experience”; an 

experience for all senses. Surely, artworks with these features already exist, but the 

flexibility and easiness provided by the platform makes almost everybody a poten-

tial artist. From kids to well-known artists.

The gamification process that will be used on the platform makes it “reachable” for 

the kids and youngsters igniting their creativity levels, while on the other side, ex-

perienced artists can find an “easy” toolbox to quickly test and mix forms of art in 

to a single masterpiece.



COMMERCIAL USE  (DESKTOP VERSION)

Lemonswitch will be a web based platform, easy to use 

for everybody (from kids to adults). The whole plat-

form is being built upon a complex algorithm that has 

the ability to identify areas of interest, figures, partial 

images, color palettes and patterns. Furthermore, the 

platform will be connected with a database full of art-

work sources, mostly free. Resource-wise, we are am-

bitious that we will acquire a vast number of artworks 

globally (infringements rights not resolved yet but a 

the majority of artworks are free from past centuries) 

so that everybody can have  access to a variety of me-

dia that can use for creating their new narratives. Final-

ly, Lemonswitch will also try to enable a “museum-net-

work” for exchanging artworks and media sources via 

a common database that will be distributed freely to 

our users.

COMMERCIAL USE  (MOBILE VERSION)

Lemonswitch will release an app version, compatible with all social media 

application and platforms, in order users to identify, straight away, an easy 

way to “upgade” their collage skills, create new stories (narratives) that will 

share through social networks with their friends. Actually, we hope that 

through influencers (FB & Insta) our app will start to gain awareness in ma-

jor masses of the audience and creativity will be the “cradle” and means of 

getting the app “viral” to many other users, while the “fun factor” is almost 

guaranteed in social media engagement. Creativity and Fun are the two 

main success factors (idea-wise) for many many apps around the globe.

The app will be distributed freely. There will be also a release on a paid 

version with premium features (eg. advanced collage techniques, more 

resources and premium access to modern artworks etc). However, we will 

push forward the scenario of enabling in-app purchases for the global 

majority. Finally, we will try to create a mechanism that users can record 

and reproduce as a native “app-technique” their own skillset techniques 

(eg. the resemblance of the “sfumato” DaVinci technique adapted for the 

needs of the app). We are also considering in reciprocating users that will 

distribute patterns of their technique loop with others over our network.

#3_ THE SOLUTION



We will try to be honest when trying to identify the com-

petition and the status quo of a certain market.

The global market has experienced a tremendous in-

crease in the number of smartphone users. You cannot 

understand the trends to watch out for in the devel-

opment of mobile apps in 2017 unless you look at the 

statistics.

The increasing number of smartphone users in the 

global market has led to a tremendous increase in the 

number of apps that consumers use on their phones. 

#4_ THE MARKET

The Apple App store boasts close to 2 million of these 

apps while Google play has over 2.2 million Apps. This 

number is expected to increase in the future.

Smartphone users understand the critical role that 

apps play in assisting clients to get access to essential 

information. According to these statistics, 52% of the 

time individuals spend on digital media is on mobile 

apps. This aspect clearly indicates that enterprises are 

generating a lot of revenue from the usage of mobile 

apps.

App downloads in Worldwide Scale in 2017 Top Countries by Consumer Expenditure on Apps (2017)



The mobile app economy was worth $53 billion in 

2012, and the forecast for 2017 is that it will grow to 

$143 billion. The figures vary slightly from research-

er to researcher but the fact is that mobile is really 

big. Revenue is generated through in-app purchas-

es, in-app ads, and big data accumulation. The most 

promising sections are social networks, utility, adver-

tising, and productivity. The fastest growing markets 

are APAC and Latin America.

#4_ THE MARKET

The estimated number of mobile app developers is 

2.3 million, which means that one developer out of 

eight is dealing with mobile apps. Apple, during its 

WorldWide Developer Conference, talked about 1.25 

million apps in the App Store accounting for 50 bil-

lion downloads and $5 billion paid to developers last 

year.

Worldwide mobile app revenues in 2015, 2016 and 2020 (in billion U.S. dollars) Top Countries by Downloads on Apps (2017) Consumer Expenditure on Apps in 2017



Achieving Brand Awareness via Instagram Influencers

 

The decline of traditional TV and the growth of social media have given rise to influencer 

marketing, now one of the fastest growing categories in advertising and projected to be 

a $5-10 billion market by 2020. Instagram is one of the most quickly developing segments 

of the growing influencer marketing market. But lack of transparency and reported metrics 

with regards to advertiser spend mean that there’s no official tally on the size of the Ins-

tagram influencer market. So to estimate the size of that market, we created a projection 

based on our research.

From micro influencers making $50 per post to Instagram superstars like Ariana Grande that 

command half a million dollars per post, the Instagram influencer market runs the gamut in 

terms of following, audience, and engagement; but it has even the biggest brands buying 

in. Target, H&M, Adidas, Samsung, American Express, Toyota, Fairmont, Microsoft, and many 

more brands are finding ways to partner with Instagram influencers to reach audiences.

To estimate how much money advertisers spend on influencer marketing on Instagram, we 

tracked the number of sponsored Instagram posts over a year. At present, we estimate the 

advertiser spend with influencers on Instagram at over $1 billion per year, with indications 

of significant annual growth.

It is easily understoodable that we will target Instagram influencers to reach out mass au-

diences, try to get our app “viral” and therefore gain awareness that will enable us to move 

forward evolving the platform and take actions towards establishing it amongst the aca-

demic & artists community.

#4_ THE MARKET

Global Instagram influencer market size from 2017 to 2019 (in billion U.S. dollars)



We will identify the commercial competition as there is no solid or strong evidence on defining competition on Academic Level.

We will lookthrough of famous collage platforms / apps for desktop and mobile.

#5_COMPETITION

D E S K T O P

Ribbet

Developer: Ribbet

Price:  Free (Basic);  

$4.95/mo (Premium)

Adobe Spark

Developer: Adobe

Price: Free

Canva Collage Templates

Developer: Canva

Price:   Free  

(paid plans   available)

BeFunky

Developer: BeFunky

Price:  Free (Basic);  

$4.95/mo (Plus)

piZap

Developer: piZap

Price:  Free (Basic);  

$5.99/mo (Pro)

PhotoCollage

Developer: Zygomatic

Price: Free

Fotor Collage Maker

Developer: Fotor

Price:  Free (Basic);  

from $3.33/mo (Pro)

Photovisi

Developer: Photovisi

Price:  Free (Basic);  

$4.99/mo (Premium)

Google Photos

Developer: Google

Price: Free

Kizoa Collage Maker

Developer: Kizoa

Price:  Free (Basic) plus  

lifetime Premium 

memberships

Fotojet

Developer: Pearlmountain

Price:  Free (Basic); 

 $6.99/mo (Plus)

PicMonkey Collage

Developer: PicMonkey

Price:  From $5.99/mo  

(free trial available)



#5_COMPETITION

M O B I L E

PicCollage

Platform:  iOS, Android,  

Windows

Developer:  Cardinal Blue 

Software

Price: Free with IAP

PicsArt Photo Studio & 

Collage

Platform: iOS, Android

Developer: PicsArt

Price: Free (with IAP)

Layout from Instagram

Platform: iOS, Android

Developer: Instagram

Price: Free

BeFunky Photo Editor Pro

Platform: iOS, Android

Developer: BeFunky Inc

Price: Free (with IAP)

Capcam

Platform: iOS

Developer: Christoph Ono

Price: $0.99

Canva App

Platform:  iOS (iPhone and iPad), 

Android mobile

Developer: Canva

Price: Free (with IAP)

Pic Stitch

Platform:  iOS, Android, Win-

dows Phone

Developer: Big Blue Clip

Price: Free  (Windows Phone 

$1.49)

piZap Collage

Platform: iOS, Android

Developer:  Digital Palette 

LLC

Price: Free (with IAP)

CollageIt

Platform: iOS, Mac, Windows

Developer: PearlMountain

Price:  Free  

(Pro version $29.90)

Ribbet

Platforms: iOS

Developer:  Foto Friend Pty 

Ltd

Price: Free (with IAP)

PhotoVideoCollage Pro

Platform:  Mac OS X 10.9  

or newer

Developer: Bits&Coffee

Price: $9.99

Shapecollage

Platform:  Mac, Windows,  

Linux, iOS

Developer: Shape Collage

Price: Free (iOS $1.99)



#6_THE PRODUCT
DESKTOP VERSION

*Disclaimer: The mockups designs are based on competitors UI in order to reproduce the concept of the idea

FEATURES

POWERFUL EDITING TOOLS

Lemonswitch comes with the simple edit tools like Crop, Rotate, Flip, Resize to 

more advanced tools like Exposure, Highlights, Shadows, Contrast etc.

COLLAGE MAKER

Lemonswitch provides you with a basic to advanced library of tools, effects 

and techniques to start collaging like a real pro.

AUTO DETECTION

Masking, clipping and selecting made easy. The Lemonswitch algorithm iden-

tifies similar and related colour palettes and gives you the selection result you 

need in a few taps. Select easy; Select fast.

ARTWORK LIBRARY

Lemonswitch is connected to a rich artwork library from Museums, Academic 

& Cultural Organisations as well as Artist Community Inputs. You may find your 

beloved artworks and transform their narrative in just seconds.

TEMPLATES

Use our pre-defined templates or create yours and showcase your creativity to 

friends and colleagues.



#6_THE PRODUCT
MOBILE VERSION

*Disclaimer: The mockups designs are based on competitors UI in order to 
reproduce the concept of the idea

FEATURES

POWERFUL EDITING TOOLS

Lemonswitch comes with the simple edit tools like Crop, Rotate, Flip, Resize to more advanced tools like Ex-

posure, Highlights, Shadows, Contrast etc.

COLLAGE MAKER

Lemonswitch provides you with a basic to advanced library of tools, effects and techniques to start collaging 

like a real pro.

AUTO DETECTION

Masking, clipping and selecting made easy. The Lemonswitch algorithm identifies similar and related colour 

palletes and gives you the selection result you need in a few taps. Select easy; Select fast.

ARTWORK LIBRARY

Lemonswitch is connected to a rich artwork library from Museums, Academic & Cultural Organisations as well 

as Artist Community Inputs. You may find your beloved artworks and transform their narrative in just seconds.

INTERCONNECTIVITY

You may share everywhere in Social Media your favourite collages, upload them to Dropbox, showcase them 

live in a presentation etc. Lemonswitch is simply connected with everything. Share… and shall be given.

TEMPLATES

Use our pre-defined templates or create yours and showcase your creativity to friends and colleagues.



#7_THE TEAM

Eleni Gratsou was born in Athens in 1977. She graduated from the 

Athens School of Fine Arts (Faculty of Painting) in 2003, having 

attended the First Workshop under the supervision of Profes-

sor Zaharias Arvanitis. In 2011 she received a Master’s degree in 

“Graphic Arts and Multimedia” from the Hellenic Open University. 

Today she is a PhD student at the Open University of Cyprus; her 

research focuses on the ways that artists and movements have 

used collage (and particularly Fluxus) in the past as a narrative 

method, and seeks a new kind of an online, interactive, hyper-

media hybrid form of the technique which could be created with 

the support of new media technology. Eleni Gratsou has been 

working as a graphic designer since 2005. Her works have been 

featured in two group art exhibitions in Athens.

Alex Lingris is a web developer and co-founder of 

Radical (radicalel.com), a web development agency 

in Greece. In his 13 years as a programmer, his expe-

rience led him to manage many programming teams 

for startup companies (CTO). If you had to describe 

his work philosophy in one word, that word would 

be “pragmatic”.

ELENI GRATSOU ALEX LINGRIS


